Birmingham & West Midlands Koi Society
Grow & Show 2019/2020

The final judging of the 2019/2020 Grow & Show
Competition was completed on 16th June 2020.
All the fish were the Showa variety from
Sekiguchi koi farm and were selected by members
in May 2019.
6 koi in total were returned for judging, James
Millward and I (Mark Chetter) travelled to various
households adhering to the social distancing
guidelines to examine, measure and take
photographs of the koi.

John Middleton
The first visit was to John Middleton. John’s picking
number was number 17 and the fish measured
approximately 25cm’s.
The fish was a simple 2 step Kohaku pattern with good
Kiwa and Sashi.
The Shiroji was clean but Sumi was weak within the
front half of the body and still had plenty to do.
The Showa was obviously well fed and in time should
grow in length.
Kiwa and Sashi – Trailing and leading edge of pattern (sharpness)

Tony Barker
The Second viewing was at Tony Barkers property.
Tony’s koi had grown the most measuring 40cm’s and
had a fantastic body shape. His picking number was 12
at the selection day.
The Koi had good Sumi placement and even Motoguro
and the Sumi is refining well. In my opinion due to the
koi growing so quickly the Beni appeared a little
stretched, however this should thicken with age.
Altogether the koi is well developed and a good koi.
Motoguro – Base of pectoral fin black

Steve Hemmings
For The third entry we went to was Tom Nicklin’s
house where we also judged Steve Hemmings koi.
Steve’s picking number was 20 and the koi measured
approximately 24cm’s. The koi had grown reasonably
well considering it had developed a mouth deformity.
This meant it had struggled to compete for food. The
Sumi was strong and predominantly to the front of the
koi and the Beni was a little uneven, however it had
good Sashi.
The uneven Beni may have been caused by the lack of
nutrients but overall not a bad looking showa.
Sumi – Black Colour

Tom Nicklin
The Fourth koi to be judged was Tom’s Nicklin’s.
Toms picking number was 27 and the koi measured
approximately 30cm’s.
It had a good body shape with the Sumi very evenly
placed throughout the body that hopefully will
consolidate given time, the Menware was
developing nicely and the Beni was soft in
appearance and Motoguro was present.
Overall this Hi Showa showed promise for the
future.
Menware – Lightening stripe across the head

Jason Brookes
The Fifth judging took place at Jason Brooke’s house.
Jason’s Showa picking number was 23 and the koi
measured 35cm’s. The fine skin quality and thick Beni
stood out immediately.
The body shape was good but still needed to fill out
more. However the Sumi has a long way to go and is
far from finished, it has lots of underlying Sumi starting
to surface and develop.
I would like to see this koi in a couple of year’s time.
The Showa has obviously been well kept to maintain
this condition.
Beni – Red Ground

Malcolm Browne
The final visit was to Malcolm Browne’s house.
Malcolm’s koi was picking number 28. This koi was the
smallest, it has reasonable body shape and good
Shiroji and good skin quality.
There was a large panel of Sumi present and had lots
more developing to take place. The Beni appears to
have broken up in parts and was lacking in pattern,
however the pattern should tidy up as the sumi
develops.
Interestingly the koi has an almost circular area of
underlying Sumi on the head (like a Tancho spot) and if
this comes to fruition it will really enhance the pattern.
More of a Kindai showa this one.

Results
3rd place -Tom Nicklin. This lovely little Hi Showa displays lots
of promise and gave the first and second places a run for their
money. If it was a little bit stronger all-round It would have
seriously contested a higher placement.
2nd Place – Jason Brookes. High quality Showa with good
growth and body shape but not as good as the first placed koi.
The overall koi was let down by the lack of Sumi and just a
slightly weaker body shape to the first placed Showa. The
Shiroji was clean and bright and the skin quality was stunning.
One to watch out for!
1st Place – Tony Barker. The largest and the best growth of all
the koi, displaying great body shape and presence. On the day
it was the most developed Showa but the decision was very
close between first and second placings. The Showa with the
best body shape, growth and deportment pipped Jason’s koi
into first place. It ticked nearly all the boxes!
Well done to you all and Thank you to all who participated in
the competition and thanks to James for organizing the judging
and closure on the 2019-2020 Grow ‘n’ Show Competition.
Take care & stay safe
Mark Chetter

